
Volunteer sought to assist with interpretive displays at Baikka Beel wetland sanctuary 
in Bangladesh 
 

Baikka Beel is the only substantial wetland 
sanctuary protected by community initiative in 
Bangladesh. Established in 2003, it covers about 
100 hectares within the larger Hail Haor wetland in 
northeast Bangladesh. The Baragangina Resource 
Management Organization, an organisation of 
local people, looks after Baikka Beel through 
agreement with the government, they protect the 
sanctuary and educate the wider community on 
the need for its conservation. An NGO – Center for 
Natural Resources Studies (CNRS) - has been 
facilitating conservation here since the outset. 
Interventions have included dredging, planting of 

swamp forest trees, and visitor facility development. Primarily the sanctuary protects native 
fishes, but it has a greater wildlife value, and is now a well known and easily accessible 
birding site. So far 166 species of birds had been recorded within the sanctuary; increasing 
from very low numbers, now over 10,000 waterbirds regularly winter. A range of secretive 
migrant passerines dependent on swamp forest-scrub were recently discovered through 
mist-netting, including Large-billed Reed Warbler. More information is available in the current 
issue of BirdingASIA and in the Baikka Beel page of Wetland Link International 
http://wli.wwt.org.uk/2012/05/members/asia/baikka-beel-sanctuary/. 
 
At present a visitor centre is under construction, with a combination of USAID and Chevron 
support. CNRS is looking for a volunteer with graphic /art capability as well as obviously 
wildlife/environment interests, who could help in developing interpretive materials particularly 
displays for the new centre. We are unable to cover international travel, but do have scope 
to cover a suitable volunteer’s costs within Bangladesh (where CNRS has a guest house in 
Srimangal town close to the sanctuary). Potential volunteers would need to have at least 2-3 
weeks available during the October-early December period, when we expect they could 
collaborate with Bangladeshi students on this project. Anyone interested should contact Paul 
Thompson paul@agni.com and Ansul Islam of CNRS anis@cnrs.org.bd with details of their 
experience and availability. 
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